
 

Electromagnetism
Electrostatic Fields

Coulomb showed that E Heo 9 I if
The potential difference between two points is the
work per unit charge to move a small test charge
from A to E Vpa fab ECA DE
alternatively ECM OUCH
V only defined to within a constantoffset this
constant is the gauge of thefield
by summing the pd s across asmall loop we

can derive Ox E
essentially a consequence
of Stokes theorem

potentials add by linear superposition
We can analyse how potentials vary in space using
Poisson's equation TV ri PCI

Eo
we can solve for V if we know pCri and the B Cs
when there is no charge Poisson Laplace's equation
we can either specify the quantity Dirichlet normal

derivative of the quantity Neumann or both Cauchy
as boundary conditions

B Cs guarantee uniqueness to within an additive const
can be shown by assuming there exist twosolutions
and examining Cri VCH UCH
then use identity 0 Col001 100112 0040 and
integrate bothsides over the total volume
0 0 on boundary and 00 0 everywhere U V

Poisson's equation can be solved with the Green's function
the solution of 026 E E KE E which
satisfies homogeneous 8Cs ie AG t 661 0 at
each point on the boundary

once G is known we can find the potential
via VCI YeoSu GCE ri port d v

f
Dipoles r
A monopole is a single point charge 9 o rAt large distances away Qi

r e r akcoso anti
re k r t K cosQ 0

Then the dipole potential is vast Ite tr
expand in air and let Regan be the
electric dipole moment to get post

41TEor
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the gradient in spherical coordinates is
Pv 2 I t tr Fo Et FinoFo E

Hence the electric field of a dipole is

Ecr E fifer 2coso I sine E

If a dipole is placed in a uniform field it experiences
a couple G p X E G Ex E QE x Eq
let plEtsi no couple is zero when dipole alined to E
a dipole thus has potential energy since work is
done to rotate it in a field Cdw IECHIdo

a s p s

E E s E ko i E of j
f O V O V LO

with this Carbitrary convention U f E
When the field is non uniform we p
can Taylor expand the field G
Ext EI ta V Ex
and Fx qCE.at E

E E
repeating this for y and z we can show that
f f E NE grad of a vector field

if p is constant we can say
F CH Pcp Eca puce

rotational PE

in reality the dipole will move and F Must
be recalculated

Consider a dipole within a uniform rn n n

field The potential at some point is
e E

VCE Eorcos 0 t PETEr2
there is thus a spherical surface TV

for which f O
we could replace this with a spherical conductor
andstill satisfy the 8 Cs by uniqueness this must
be the solution

Thus a uniform conductor in a field is equivalent to
a dipole induced dipole with moment

p 41TEo Eo
a is the polarisability

then we have f a Eo
the induced charge is not because of thedipole
in general X will be a tensor because µ and Eo
need not align

We can now calculate VCI and ECE The surface
charge density of the sphere is given by Er Eo
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In principle we can analyse more complex charge
distributions using multiple expansions to g
eg a quadrupole field drops off as Yrs G to
multipole potentials form a completeset of functions

ThedivergenceofEfieldjunum
Electric flux is a mathematical concept related to the
density of field lines through a patch Ss Edf
From the divergence theorem E DE fur Edu
Div theorem can be combined with charge conservation
consider some volume with a current Tds
density I at some point on thesurface I
by cons charge
I I If ZtSfdt 10 Iduf div theorem

t T I O

It can also be used to derive Gauss law by considering
the flux from a pointcharge Define the electric
displacement of free space DCA Eo ECE actuary

Irl df Qenc D 01h pCry treecounty

The method of imagesmhm

Generalises the approach used to analysespherical
conductor in E field
By uniqueness if we can construct some charge dist that
fits the 8Cs that solution is the solution
The method of images can be used to calculate potentials
and fields in the presence of a conductor

E
e g ft F E of o

l
we can introduce image charges such that the potential
is equivalent to if there were a conductor

these images must not be in the same region
where you want to calculate potential

The surface charge density on the conductor can
be calculated using the 8 C o Eo Et
the energy of an image arrangement can be
found using W ESSSp V de E EiVi

be careful when integrating because image charges
move too

The image for a linecharge parallel to a cylindrical
conductor is a linecharge inside thecylinder
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T s
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V E Iie In En FEE Kaonot for equipotential
expanding out shows that c 946

Capacitance
the capacitance of a two surface metallic structure
is the amount of net positive charge on the high potential
surface divided by the p d C Qq
Consider the system of two parallel cylindrical conductors
with separation 2 d

y P

a x
T

Zd Ji

c 96 972d c d tda
we can choose easy points A 8 to evaluate V

the potential is then V Ie In Faraz
in the d a limit C teo

In Zoya

Electrostatic energyv

By building up a set of charges it can beshown that

U I q V
Vi is the potential at
position i WITHOUT ith charge

In the continuous case

U I caveride Inhameweitan thatthe
f l d I

Consider a parallel plate capacitor
let Q SdQ and by excluding 0 Q

V Q dQthecharge element we have
c

the energy in the capacitor is

U tzfVdQ IfQdzQdQTd qHso.i.UEQV ICV
We can also derive thisby considering the field
U I QU I Heo lEl IEld
UECry LeoHECHT I ICH ECE

energy density
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then U IS UeCA dt
we could also have found this using
U I Kaveri de co El VCHde

then applying an identity

Forces on charge distributionsv

The method of virtual work calculates the force by
considering how a small perturbation doc changesthe energy
of the system
Consider a capacitor held at constant
potential with a perturbation doc

Itdx EV

increasing the separation
the electric field and thus energy decreases
with separation
Us Eo EA DW2 doc I E 7Adx
but the decrease in charge on the plates causes
power dissipation in the battery
DW VdQ Q EoA i dw Eo 7Adoc
considering both of these energy changes

f doc Leo Adx t Eo Adx

v f v2Aa

o
the electric field between two charged f f f fconductors is IET Eo
However to find the force without 0

virtual work we must exclude the currentplate
F Q1El OA Eeo 0428A

this is an attractive force obviously
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Dielectrics
a k a dielectric

When an insulator is placed in an electric field dipole moments

are induced These are bound charges as opposed to the
freecharges in conductors
this charge only appears on surfaces because internally the
boundcharges cancel
this is quantified by the polarisation which is the dipole
moment per unit volume

numobfrageonhisty Np IM
with a dielectric in a capacitor at fixed potential the
freecharge on the plates must increase tocompensate for
the boundcharge at the surface
the charge increases by a factor of Eir which is the
relative permittivity of the dielectric

ErbAId Qisonlythefreencharge
If the electric field is non uniform
there willbesome polarisationcharge
density within the dielectric

9 9 oh Bad Pacxtdsd dydz
OPEC docdydz

P P RCH
p is the bound1polarisationcharge

In general some volume ofspace may contain both free
and bound charges Applying Gauss law

J E DE tofftotaedt fo f Pf th de
Sup E de Yofr Pe O f de
0 Eo EtRT ft

we define the electric displacement field E Eo Etp
D I Pf freecharge is thesourceoff

in a lineardielectric e.g if E is small polarisation
is proportional to the field where theconstant is the
susceptibility R Eo XE Using Er It X

DCA ErEo ECE
the original Maxwell equation 0 E fo is still
valid but formulating in terms of Q is easier because
it absorbs the effects of the dielectric into a constant

for electrostatics problems with fixed potentials the electric
field will be the same because of the uniqueness theorem
E from V I from E 0 from Q

Poisson'seq E OV D ErEOE Gauss law

If charge is fixed ie Pf known on all surfaces
tf from A E from Q V from E
Gauss law E Oyere V SE AL
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Boundary conditionsrun ydsTo understand the B C s we can construct

a Gaussian pillbox Since PEO we must Edf E
have Ou D it D Ere E so Ee is discontinuous
Constructing a loop and using 8 Edt 0 e

we must have E y Eu i On discontinuous
Hence though 0 and E are everywhere 1oz
parallel to each other the direction gI

E

of the fieldlines changes at a boundary O

tano E
Ez

For simple geometries 8 C s can be applied directly
to find R normally the quantity of interest
Long thin rod parallel to uniform field PEsn
Ei cont Ein Eo P Eo XE

Thin slab perpendicular touniform field IsDt cont Ein ter Eo
p Eo Eo this form ofrelationsis very common

Dielectric sphere in uniform fields
guess that internal field is uniform and

footwaffacethere is
some dipole field due T

FE

polarisation charge Vin Einroost
Vout Eorcosf t Acoff

Vin Vout at boundary equivalent to Ea cont
Dt cont EoEr Fintea EoHoff lr a
applying these 8 Cs gives Ein EtzEo

p I EoEo11 713
by uniqueness this is the solution
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Magnetostatics

A current element is an infinitesimal wire filament dE
carrying current I
The magnetic field is defined as

DE Idk x E
The 8 field produced by a currentelement is given
by the Biot Savant law df M 4 DL x E
plo is the permeability of free space
B field is inversesquare and field lines circulate

the force between two current elements can thus
beevaluated DE I IzMo

2 dk Cd4 x E

greatest when elements are aligned
attractive when currents flow in the same direction
can be used to define the ampere

e g the on axis field of a current loop

I Idk 8 Mattersin a fall
Mota 2
Z r3

eg the on axis field of a solenoid with n loops limit length

D8 Mo I of
273 ndk

da
of d

t.pk
f MIzI

a d
thus for a long solenoid d dz as and
hence 8 Mon I

Magnetic field lines form closed loops and wrap around
electrical currents Magnetic monopoles donot exist
thus the net magnetic flux 017 through a closed

surface is zero

E DE 0 O E O

Magneticdipoies
A magnetic dipole is modeled as a Is
small current loop with vecor area def I

the dipole moment is dry Idf
the torque on this loop in a field is def dry x I

For an arbitrarily shaped loop in a field the net
torque is G Mr tf with me I Ssdf

S is any surface bounded by the loop
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The potential energy of a magnetic dipole is given
by U Mr E identical to electric dipole

a macroscopic current loop can be constructed from

many magnetic dipoles
U SE dry Idf E I 01

In a non uniform field the force on a dipole
assuming dipolemoments are constant in space is given
by ECI Cry E Cri

Magnetic scalar potentialmum

Analogous to the electric potential it is useful to define
HCE O OmCri

H is the magnetic field strength from which
we can get the flux density E MH

we can calculate Om for a loop with the concept of solidangle
the solid angle subtended by some da e mosurface element is given by

dr Idf1 me inwardssurface
g

COS0
normal and I points
towards origin

The magnetic1electric dipole fields have thesame form
so for a magnetic dipole OmCrof Idnt I cost

41Tr2

Using that I Idfl and breaking down an
arbitrary loop into infinitesimal ones

m If
A is the solid angle subtended s cut

If we consider traversing some arbitrary closed
path through a loop we notice a discontinuity
in Qm at the centre of the loop

A Zit at A A Zit at A r X
i faa'd0m I t

a a
i

but SaadOm SAA 00M del which
in the limit becomes tho E.dk
thus we have derived Ampere's law

E d plot
We can find I as I SI DE Using
Stokes theorem Dart I
by 0hm's law E o E y

For a long wire the B field is JAE
E EIRE IO

In cylindrical polars to trZo u

o for a wire m
I

i e increasing 0 decreasespotential
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However because ONE to the magnetic potential
must be multivalued e g at 0 0,2 it 41T

Magneticvectorpotentiatm
we know that O E 0 so it is reasonable to
assume that we can write 81A Tx ACE
However it can be seen that A is undefined to
within a radial vector field KCH where
KCI Kabc Kyly kHz e.g SIG o

O Ar can be arbitrarily set without affecting
the curl this is known as choosing thegauge
a common choice is 0 AIA o everywhere

Then ONE Mo I 02An Mo J

this is analogous to Poisson's equation and
we can conclude that Atri If idk
we thus have a general way to compute
the 8 field though in practice Biot savant
r Ampere's laws are more useful

Magnetic fields in matter

The magnetic dipole of an atom fundamentally arises from
the orbital motion ofelectrons and their spin
However we model magnetisation in terms of current loops
Magnetisation CMT is the magnetic dipole moment
per unit volume analogous to E in electrostatics
the total magnetic dipole moment of an object can
be found by integration Mrt SuMrde
Nf can be associated with the fictitiousdagou to
magnetisation current Im D x Mr Po o E
If an object has uniform magnetisation Jin must
reside on the surface inner loops cancel out
The surfacecurrentdensity Js Me x I

analogous to op R I
In a magnetic material we can consider that theresulting
flux density is a result of a freespace field strength
and the magnetisation E Moc Html
He is the magnetic field strength such that

0 4 Ieree and HIEI idk I
these relations do not depend on the material
though to calculate forces we ultimately need
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For many materials Candsmall fieldstrengths Mn scales
linearly with Hr ie Mn Xm K where Xm is the
magnetic susceptibility of the material

o I MoatXm rt Morr Ha
diamagnetic Xm co Gmall negative
paramagnetic Xm 70 Csmall positive
ferromagnetic Xm370

some materials are permanently magnetised with a

constant magnetic dipole independent of 4

Inhomogeneousmagneticmateriats
µ ppgconsider a pillbox on a boundary

between two magnetic materials µ 1Pa
E DE O Bit Bius
normal component of 8 is continuous across the boundary
and thus He is discontinuous
bysetting up a loop we can show that

tf df 0 Heir Hall
This is very similar to the electrostatics case with

E Q and K E
H E are field strengths 8,0 are flux densities

the BCs can be used to find thefields in magnetisable objects
e g a sphere in a uniform field

Let K P Om Assume uniform field

Thin
i
Om r Hin roose r ca

n Mz HorasOt Acoff r a

Ho M Hy cont and Br pepo 317 cont
Hin MIT Ho

Electromagnets
Consider a toroidal solenoid high
permeability with N turns of wire
we can analyse thesystemwith an
Amperian loop

4 df GI DE ZarHin NI 8in MrMoNI_
2 Her

If we introduce an air gap of width L we can model
it as being a differentmaterial Ct to 8 field
from 8 C MoHgap MrMoHin
then from Ampere's law
K dt Gar C Hint LHgap NI
8gap

MrMoN
g

plo NI
for Mls Qtr

Zar 1Cpr C
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the gap makes the biggest contribution to the integral
because Hgap MrHin Hgap Hin for a

material with very high permeability
The magnetic flux across the gap depends on the
cross sectional area of the torus

f Edf AMoyNI

Electromagnetic Induction

Faraday's law states that a time changing magnetic flux
induces an e m f proportional to the rate ofchange of flux

G f E at Iff E DE If
the e m E promotes a current flow whose magnetic field
opposes the change that caused it Lenz's law
using Stokes theorem we can write

0 x E ZE
at

sdf indndance.SEinductance is the flux linked back to a circuit as a

consequence of unit current flowing in the circuit

L 0 dependent on geometry

e g for a solenoid 8in Mon I of 8inA n n L
i f Monty peonyA

e g for a coaxial cable BCD M7 acrab b

to LSolander L Moly In Ya
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L 20 y

e.g for a pair of narrow wires we efffirst analyse one wire Och MEIR

IQ c Saw aM Iar
E l0itofIlL MflnfI

Self inductance relates the voltage across a circuit to the
rate of change of current Across some small gap in
the circuit Vgap dadt L II

at
hence breaking a circuitwith high L can create
a huge voltage since I 30 very quickly

V
Inductors storeenergy In an RL n

circuit we have V IR t LI
mA VI I 2 Rt dat ELI L R

hence the energy stored is UE ILI
similarly for a capacitor Uc ICV
i e inductorsstore in 8 field capacitors in E field

I Iz
A circuit can induce an emf in another
circuit Themutual inductance is defined s

by Mu 02 1 In fact this quantity 8is symmetric proof

consider I In 0 initially then gradually increment I
the energy in the 8 field is then U 4 It
if Iz is now incremented it creates Ue I LIE but
also induces an emf in the first coil

U It If t I LIF t M ZI Iz
thismust bethe same if I was incremented first i M E Ma

For a simple coupled circuit
4 4 doff MDEE
Vz diet t MdIat
the power ofthe circuit is
p Vi I tVzIz

It I t t III ht Ii Iam
hence thecircuit energy can bederived by circuit analysis

We can show that 443 M2 or equivalently define
a coupling coefficient M k O Ek El

k4 means perfect coupling e.g a doubly wound solenoid

essentially a constant times the geometric mean
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Transformers Nnm NzFor an ideal transformer thesame

yflux passesthrough both cores ie BBzf4I qzIthe coupling constant is unity u

Vyu N IN
Using the expression for the self inductance of a coil

Eitan.IE
we can analyse how impedance transforms

u n
in a transformercircuit with a sign p f

g fzconvention as shown

LI MIZ
because Iz in n
oppositedirection a

using VCH Vent
V L diet Mdiff iwL I iwMIz
Vz Lzd t t Md f iwLzIztiw MI
then sub Vz Iitz eliminate Iz and rewrite in
terms of transformerdimensions

Z iw4Zz N 1m42
iWL t Zz N INI YI

i e theinputimpedance is equivalent OFfjfyzfm.my
to iwl in parallel with a scaled Zz e
generally WL s Zz MIND

Z a Zz MINI

Energyflowinresonantcirconth t

wTggFor an RLC circuitdriven with an oscillating
current as input I 1
Vdt I R IoRooswt f IER shut
vi Ct LI Iowlsinat P IfaL IsinZoot
UCH tf Idt Iotocsinwt f Io Ic Isin2 at
energy is always dissipated bythe resistor
energy flow inlout to the magnetic field corresponds to
energy flow outlin to the electric field

At resonance the magneticElectric energy storage perfectly
balances ie energy sloshes back and forth between components

w L wtc Wo Kfc

Magnetic energymurmur

For a single circuit U ILI If I
For two circuits we can distribute the I I am term
equally between circuits andwrite U I 0 I t IzOlaIz
for a collection of current loops U I Q1 IiOli is thetotal flux in loop i
NB this includes the self energies of the loops ie
different to electrostatics
it would be the same as theelectrostatics case if Oli were
defined to be flux due to currents in the other N t loops
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DE
For one of these loops 4
Oi f E dfi A dt
U Ii A dh

this can begeneralised to a currentin a volume
U Iv I And I analogous to f Jp Vdt

Since ONE I U ESA COXHide
We can then use a vector identity to expandthis and
reason about the rate of decay of thequantities as the surface

goes to infinity same as electrostatics

Um Em IECHT I BCH HCA
energy density

Electromagnetic Waves

DX rt I is inconsistent with charge cons which

states that 0 I It Hence we must add a

displacement current Maxwell's equations are then

D I p Gauss's theorem chargecauses F field

D B O Gauss's theorem nomagnetic monopoles

D x E E Faraday's law FandB are coupled
DX He It I Ampere's law currentcourses 8 field

In free space f O JIE E Eo E E Mott
Thus Ox E Mort If we take the cart again
Ox Ox E Mo205 TE Moe

2
21 2

an identical equation can be derived for 024
this is a wave equation because we can separate
02E 02Ex O Ey V2 F z Thus c

We can look for plane waves propagating in the z

direction where 3 Fy o

Ox rt L 2
z HII o Eo

F
Fat 0 tells us that EMwaresarepwelytranive
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there are two orthogonal polarisations characterised

by the axis of E each with an E H pair
both the Eoe and Hy are transverse waves with speed c
For a wave in a dielectric or magnetic material the
refractive index is n Fmr

We can use the relationship between the spacederivative
of Hy and timederivative of Eoc along with the
form of a plane wave Fso Re Eo explicutted
to show

Effy Low JMI x 377A
Eo

this quantity is the impedance of free space Zo
for propagation in some medium 2 TMNT eEr
Z can bethought of as quantifying the response H
as a result of a disturbance E

For a general plane wave
EI Ect Eo explick E WH remember to

A Cost Yo exp lick wt
take real part

it is easy to show O E i k E likewise for E
QE i k X E

thus FIFI Eiee Eriganthandefishft
also He ExEo more general than let 2 In

Because of Fourier theory any field can be described

as some possibly infinite series of plane waves

FCE t Ans k w eikmeiksyeikzze iatdz.de

As is the spectral function
note that the K's are not independent

Energyfloivm
The rate at which work is done by a field on a charge is
p datCq E dt q E y
for a charge distibuton P Su E I IV
hence the power dissipated by a currentper unit volume
is Mv E I

To calculate thepower flux we analyse the quantity
D E x Ht H CONE E cont

by substituting from Maxwell and taking the volume
integral Cusing dir theorem on LHS

Exa df L ELINORHI tattooE E EI DV
defines propagation rate of increase in storedenergy FEE'fated
Thus since the RHS is the change in power Ex ht
must be the power flux into the volume
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This defines the Poynting vector ht Ex K
quantifies the direction and magnitude of the

power flux
nonlinear in field so cannot be superposed
e g for a plane wave travelling in TZ

E Ex 0,0 He CO HyO At 0,0 EYE
If we are instead using complex vectorfields EI and El
the average power flux is 1 Ref E xrImagnitude of the vector

the max rate at which energy sloshes back and forth
is given by 1 I Im Ex Hi I
when E and H are in phase the complex power
is a real quantity

For a wave normally incidenton an absorbing surface
the energy density is given by Powyffme x l second
U 1M IN I.tt Acdt lNl c
for a photon E p c U Igel c where g is

the radiation momentum density
hence g N a and da g Acolt

The radiation pressure is the rate of change of
momentum per unit area E go a Nyc

IBI doubles if the surface reflects radiation

Reflection and transmission
murmursconsider a plane wave incident on a plane dielectric boundary

is the
Ox

Ot KIEt incidentwaved polarised in
Nz 1 plane of page
n

x no assumptionsmade
on directions or magnitudes

Hi r Er
Hr of reflection transmission

Ei u Er
On the x axis theparallel components of the fields
must be continuous Eioexplickixsinoi wit cos Gi

Eroexplickrocsinor Wrt cosOr
EtoexplicktocsinQt Wet coset

this can only be true in general if theirphases
match Thus Wi Wr wt

ki Sinai KrSinor Ktsin Qt
but k depends on n via k nah
hence Oi Or law of reflection

hasin nasinot Snell's law
we can then analyse the power transmitted andreflected

Ei o Ero cosGi Eto cos Ot
then match Hi Mio thro Hto

n Eio Ero naEeod EF
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these Legs can be solved for 2 unknowns

h Egg
tan Qi QI
tanCoi 04
ZoosQit I EET

o CynicosOi t Ot
This assumed that the E field was polarised along
the plane of incidence We can instead derive it for
the case that E is polarised perpendicular to the page

rt Ego
sin Coi Otl
sin LOi tOt

2 cos Oit I E
o cos Oi t 4m40sEt

These equations are Fresnel's relations and
explain a number of optical phenomena
For normally incident light we can use a smallangle
approximation to find the power reflection coefficient

R In I nn Y same for Rt rt

There is a particular angle for which r o This
is the Brewster angle tomOo mln
If n n Ceg glass air there is a critical angle
beyond which total internal reflection occurs sin E n'In
an evanescent wave is produced travelling along the surface

Wavesinplasmoism
A plasma is a region ofspace where free electrons and
their parent ions are present we assume that ions
are stationary thus the electrons obey

Me date e Ete x E
electrons in plasmas are not fast and we know that
for a plane wave Ex CBy Hence VIE can be

ignored Hence I few E explickz wtf
i e electrons oscillate around their ions with amplitude
inversely proportional to the radiation freq

The separation of electron from ion creates a dipole
f e E meteor E

we can then analyse the relationship between the
electric field and the polarisation to derive the
plasma's permittivity

number R nu f FET E and R Eo Er D E
density Er I If up the

Eo Me

up is the plasma frequency and is a materials property
using the dielectric formalism allows us to analyse
behaviour in the same way as we would an insulator
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the refractive index of a dielectric is n fEMr hence
for a plasma n fer FIW 2

the refractive index is imaginary when theradiation freq
is below the plasma frequency

n ip K NE is
i E Eo exp WIE explicit
ie there is a non propagating evanescent wave

the magnetic field is low freq

Ye E III are T
out of phase the average reflected

power transmitted is zero plasma
hence all energy mustbe reflected

Above the plasma frequency the travelling waves are

dispersive Vp wa En c 1 Wray
2

Vg dawn cat
while up c it is the group velocity that carries
information and Vg cc

VgVp D which applies to waveguides also

wavesinconduotingmeds.am
From Maxwell's equations Dx I I t 2

a Et Geo FEI
assuming plane waves for E and H

x rt ice Ert Ee E
we can thus model a real conductor as a dielectric
with constant Er Ert iEeo

In a goodconductor the imaginary part is much
greater so er EE The refractive index is
thus complex n fEµr t Iti Eff
with K In EnMoet the solution for E is i

E E expf E explicE att
where

g is the skin depth
ow Mopar

the skindepth thus characterises theamplitude decay
of the travelling wave in a conductor

A conductor introduces a My phase difference between E He

impedance is now complex

power is dissipated in the conductor
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freq w f Icgngika.aeoweiretnecaf.it 7ndn7tiTittTIIhthe material
frythere is an E field on thesurface Combined

µ
with the 8 field from the wire there is n

Nu pointing radially inwards
this energy flow must decay based on the skin depth
we
qq.eaggiiidiidjeyeiipE.EE ath

Hence alternating currents tend to flow on the
surface of the wire this is the skin effect
because the current is confined in asmaller region
the resistance of the wire increases as freq T

integrate to a because

I fJzdS 721T a J Tz sc DX ofexponentialdecay
a

I Zita Toexpfiwttfoee.pl i lDdsc

I Ta To f Iti e wt

LICHT Ta Jo 8
similarly LJzCtD E Jo expf
dp I R Idiot L and P is found by integrating
R ICHy 2 08

The resistance perunit length is as if all current flowed
uniformly in a shell of thickness f

Guided waves

For long wires d H we musttake into account the
fact that U and I have positiondependence sincethey
are the result of EM wowed d is the dimension of

the circuit
Transmission lines can be used for dna 1 while for
Xted we need waveguides

Transmission lines
Mrm

Wires notonly conduct current they guide EM energy
Thesimplest transmission line setup is a pair of wires
using L and C perunitlength I
DV Vz V Lda 2 Its Tua
DI Iz I dz Eat model as

in the limit dz 70 I pmy IEE LE't Iz CE Yu F Ik
3 EEE I
hence there are voltage and current waves with u It
with the engineering convention V Voexp iCut kzD
we have KV ALI Z f4c
this is the characteristic impedance of the line Z
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We could replace the transmission line with a load
of impedance 2 Zc without changing the behaviour at
the terminals impedance matching

I

Too 1 007
Tu F Eau O T Ze

Loo Lo
For the pair of wires G

a he In Zola

z Zo 1nC20
IT

if we fill thespace betweenthem with a dielectric 2 E

For a coaxial cable Eff Eff initial
2 ZoNIEL Oe

mostcables are manufactured with 2 5052 or 2 JR
the cable may be partially filled with dielectrics
but will only support a transverse EM wave if
there is radialsymmetry ie cylinders a

On PCBs a usefulsetup is the ignoreedge cottonyeffects
strip transmission line for data substrate Id

ERIE le Mead Znoda around

hence Z can be controlled by changing thewidth oftheconductor

in reality we would use more complicated equations that
describe edge effects
technically a TEM wave is notsupported since the
dielectric only fills half of space but it is a good
approx if 2 much bigger than the dimensions of
the circuit a and d lie lowfreqs

Powerflowontransmissionlineism

for mostsetups B and E are everywhere

perpendicular so the Poynting vector
always points along the wire E

we can quantify the power as the negative of the rate
of change of stored energy

U fab ILI t I ai de

date fab LIFE CVoff dZ using transmission tin

fab I 2 u zezdz
d Guations

IV b ENTa
hence A VI as expected

If we terminate a transmission linewith a load thatmatches

Ze the load absorbs all thepower
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If the line is terminated with an pro o_0 o
It

impedance that doesn't match Za Za Vt Z
some power will be reflected

o_0 o

Vi V expljcat kz DVr Vzexpljcwti.kz
Ii I expljcut KH Ir Izexp jCwttkzD
incident reflected
matching 8Cs Ve VitVr

place origin Eo
It IitIr wherever easiest
Ze Vt It In thiscase at load

this gives us the voltage reflection coefficient

F Iq Zt Z

Zet Z
we can find the current reflection coefficient togetthe
total power

kneAhmpedecesetteumissionhines za
consider a mismatched line with M 0

TO 107my 1 VEZin_Zc such that the source 2in inIZtabsorbs all reflections Loo do

Zin V
Ir a

Ii Iz Ir Ez TILTING
C C

Zizi
ZtaskatiZasinka

a Zc cos Kati Ztsinka

hence the dimension of thecircuit defines the response
For a shorted line Zeo Zinta i tanka
purely imaginary since the toad cannot absorb power
thus a shorted wire can be used to synthesise an
impedance
similarly for an opencircuited line 2 as Ziyza icotka

for thespecial case of a quarterwavelength line cosKa 0

Zizi Iz Zin 2

hence the 44 line ensures there is no reflection
this only works for a single frequency

Waveguides
Losses in transmission lines increase significantly at veryhigh
freq due to the skineffect
waveguides allow EM waves to be propagated through
hollow tubes without the need for a secondconductor
transmission lines are simple special cases of waveguides
that can be analysed in terms of V and I
rather than E and H H

E y E a a

we consider two plane waves with Ivry
warerectors Ky Ky travelling at 10 2

The
angles to to the z axis Es I kev

deO
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By considering the resultant F field
Ey Eo expliki I expCity ED e int

Eo exp i kxsinotkzcosoD expfickscsinftkz.cogot e int

Ey Eoexp itkzcosfwtD 2isinckso.int

we can then fit the 8 Cs of conducting plates at
x 0 scar hence Kasin0 MIT Ksc Matt me 2
hence there is a standing wave between the plates
and a propagating wave in the z direction

this solution also fits the 8 Cs for the H field
Ht O inside and just outside the conductor
there may be a nonZero Hy but if there is no field
inside the conductor this 8 C can only besatisfiedby
a sheet of current by Ampere's law
hence current will flow in a waveguide which decay into
the conductor via theskin effect

The effective warevector for propagation is kg Kcoso so

the phase velocity is up why Fogo Eso

Volk but this is fine since only the group velocity
propagates information

Because of the vertical standing wave only certain
frequencies of the propagating wave are possible

K2 Katt kg Kg2 K2 MIT

For ALI the standing wave cannot besatisfied
this could be a good thing e.g for a twostrip
transmission line waveguide behaviour is notdesired
for high freqs the onlysolution is tomake the lines
verysmall

we can now introduce conducting plates in the y direction
since E is in the y direction Ey 0 as required
Hy 0 so the 8 C for H is automatically satisfied

We then have a rectangular waveguide which

supports a transverse electric CTE wave

the H field is not transverse so this is not a
TEM Ware unlike for transmission lines
the lowest TE mode is TEio i e lowest order
standing ware in x no variation in y

pryopagation I
Surface1Hfields currents

fields standingwave

we can make cuts in the waveguide walls to introduce
components butthey must not preventcurrent flow
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The solution for a general TEmn node is
F AoKycodkscodsinckyy cosCkzz wt

Ey Aokxsinlk.ca cosKyg cosCKzz wt

Ez 0

with Kx Ky Kz ME It Kg Mintz
Since 1kt aE by definition

kg WI MII MII
for a propagating wave kg 0 hence the
cutoff frequency is f crafty
below this there can only be evanescent waves

Summary of Important Formulae

Maxwell's Equations

Free space Matter
D E

E EoEtf
D p pro

D D free

DxE E D Eat SAME at

D E O O E _O

xE µoI t E Matt Oxy Free
MOE ZE

V Mn Im go
at Jt

Pandit
D Eo Etp E EXE D ErEoE
H tµoEtM M XmH Fflrplo

HLorentzforcelawif qCE.tv E
Powers U If EOE't Edt

µ Exit
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